only if the other nodes are within the disk of unit radius. However the graph being dynamic in nature, the nodes do not have fixed transmission radii and the same changes according to the power requirement of transmission. This work of ours mainly deals with the different graphs being used as spanners. It explains a few algorithms described in other papers which it reviewed. The associated algorithms are related to Yao graph. This graph and its modifications are discussed and it is explained how they could be used energy efficiently. The Yao-Yao graph for example can be used as a spanner for certain specific values of stretch factors.
INTRODUCTION
The transmission of messages in wireless communication has a lot more factors to be considered as matters of concern than wired communication. In this domain, the resources like energy are being used a lot quickly and every wireless transceiver node contains only a finite amount of the same. The graph used as a spanner should mainly have a few attributes like sparseness, bounded degree, local construction etc. The unit disk graph (UDG) is the basic concept used where a node communicates with other nodes only if they lie within the unit transmission radius of the disk centered at the source node. The concept like quasi UDG with the phenomenon of cages and chains for the realization of the graph is explained in the section IV of this paper. The power required for the transmission is directly proportional to some non-decreasing function of distance between the two nodes. It varies with r -α , where α is a constant that varies between 2 and 4. The energy constraint is one of the major factors with which the wireless communication has to deal with. This mainly depends upon the algorithm along with the type of antenna used. The minimum spanning tree (MST) based broadcast is a solution that can work with directional antennas. The MST has an important property that the longest edge in the MST is the shortest among all the spanning trees. The concept of directional antennas in three different medium access protocols is also explained. In that paper, the relation between cooperation and directionality is shown for which the concept of relay and key tables are used. The broadcast tree algorithm is explained in this paper which not only helps in the cooperative transmission of messages, but also in the lifetime maximization of the battery life of the nodes. In Yao graph, the plane around a node is divided into equally angled non overlapping sectors. The measure of each angle is (2*pi)/m, where m is the number of sectors. Then within a sector among the nodes, the source node is connected with the node which has the smallest distance from it. The nodes might be in a dynamic state. So the extended Yao graph is formed along with the mutual exclusion graph for which the connection between two nodes exists only if they are within each other's transmission range. Even though, the out degree is bounded, but the in degree remains unbounded. So, a modification of this graph is made called the Yao-Yao graph. Here, for the source node, among the connected nodes only that incident connection remains which happens to be with the one with the shortest distance. So in a way, the final graph shows that the connection between the nodes will only remain for the ones with both sided edges. Therefore, both the in degree and out degree are bounded in this graph. The UDG can be formulated with the Yao-Yao graph for which the efficiency of energy for transfer of messages would be much better. The edge coloring is a concept briefly explained which dictates that no two adjacent edges will have the same color. A graph called the theta graph which is similar to Yao graph is also reviewed in this paper. In theta graphs, the division of sectors is done in the same way as Yao-graph. The orthogonal projections are made from each node within a sector to the counterclockwise wall of the sector. The source node is then connected to the one whose projection is closest to it. Ordered theta graph is another concept for which the ordering of the vertices in a set can led to different graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. The definitions of the key algorithms are given in Section II. In Section III, the issues related to the topic are given. Section IV offers the discussion and analysis of the individual papers. We conclude in Section V.
II. ISSUES
A lot of important development did take place in the field of communication networks both in terms of technological advancement and theoretical development during last twenty years. First of all developments in wired network industry did lead to a saturation. There were already too many resources and too many types of equipment in the inventory of manufacturers and the so called "dot-com" revolution became a future that never happened. In this situation wireless networking technology and its various variants offered a new lease of life to communication networks community in general. Now, we are not only dealing with cellular networks and 4G and 5G technologies but we are also in sensor networks, ad hoc networks, vehicular networks, networking support for intelligent transportation systems (ITS), intelligent power grid, and computational grids. Apart from these wireless networked large scale control and cyber-physical systems, machine to machine communication in internet of things over unreliable wireless links, body area networks and related remote consultation with physicians are some of the issues that did attract the attention of research community. New technologies like MIMO, massive MIMO, steerable and adjustable multiple antenna beams, cognitive systems, network coding, directional antenna systems, cooperative communication became issues of the day. These propositions did throw in not only new research problems but a lot of fundamental questions which was still not well understood as per the framework of traditional information theory. Traditional information theory did not take care of multiuser communication, variable delay between source and destination or burstiness of traffic [1] . Neither did it addresses any possibility of cooperation or competition among nodes / agents and possibility of self-organization or phase change, micromacro link etc which leads to some global emergent phenomena. Can there be mechanism design or inverse optimization so that desirable global emergence occurs as a consequence of local interaction patterns that we design? Can there are be a mesoscopic approach systems which takes an intermediate path between micro-analysis and macro-analysis and allows us to formulate some form of analysis of these large wireless networked multi-agent systems which reveals more subtle truth? Such questions are yet to be completely answered.
When MIMO antenna multiple beam forming and other new technologies are opening up completely new design for the physical layer itself, then the entire network design and optimization problem had to be revisited [2] . Cooperative MIMO leads us to study channel models afresh [3] . Dynamic spectrum access is a candidate technique to deal with the spectrum scarcity problem that we face in many parts of the globe. Cognitive radio, a technology that is being developed by taking inputs from fields as wide as communication theory, networking, signal processing, game theory, embedded systems, adjustable R.F. antenna design etc. may turn out to be a feasible solution for real life implementation of the same [4] . Converting wireless overhearing problem into wireless broadcast advantage (WBA) leads to the idea of cooperation in networking. This cooperation [5] may appear in the form of relay assisted forwarding [6] [7] [8] [9] , energy efficient communication in ITS [10] , exploiting suitable MISO channels for lifetime maximal data percolation [11] , cooperation between base stations in cellular networks for interference mitigation [12] , gradual appearance of cooperation in incentive based large multi hop ad hoc networks [13] , in cooperative MAC layer design [14] [15].
Layering was always used as a fundamental concept in communication systems [1] [16] . However, the information transshipment process from the ingress to the egress side of the network (of possibly unreliable nodes and links) under various resource constraints, with heterogeneous flow patterns and asynchronous distributed localized controls based on delayed, partial (may be erroneous) information while optimizing multiple QOS/QOE, can be viewed as a multi objective multi constraint distributed optimization process actuated by a networked multi agent system. Therefore, the entire network design problem can be viewed as multi objective optimization problem which perhaps is mathematically reducible to sub problems each of which can be taken care of by so called 'layers' and that's how this new layering concept got to be defined. Unlike cross layer optimization [17] which does not challenge the traditional layering concept but talks about inter-layer information exchange to arrive at global network optimization in a better manner; this optimization based stack design [18] [29] become important tools to understand the networks of the future. One of the major issues of concern considering the CO 2 emissions by ICT industry [30] , mobility [31] [32] and portability of the energy limited agents (nodes, wireless transceivers) and the fading and shadowing related unreliability of the channels where capacity becomes the function of the energy [33] is energy efficiency and harvesting. It is understood that for energy efficient global operation on top a large scale network of such agents (e.g., sensor network) proper topology control [29] [34] [35] is mandatory. The system of directional antennas [36] and adaptive beam forming [37] [38] also enables us in realizing power efficient interconnected networked topologies. The specific abstract graph structures which allow us to mathematize and model these lines of new technologies are the families of graphs known as Yao graphs and Theta graphs and they are variants. In a detailed survey [34] , Prof. Christian Scheideler has already discussed the power spanner and other type of spanning properties as applicable to the domain of wireless networks of various graphs. However, we did feel that given the volume of new emerging works and the use of directional antennas and adaptive beam forming, the Yao graph like structures and its variants got to be revisited in a fresh survey with a lot more detailed focus while contemplating adaptation of the same in conceptualization of new network optimization problems which in corporates the effect of these new technologies.
III. DEFINITIONS
YAO-GRAPH: Yao graph is defined to be a geometric spanning graph. From each node, a fixed number of rays suppose t, originates. Thus the space around a node is divided into fixed sectors with same angles. The nearest node among all the neighboring nodes in a particular sector is connected to the host node from where the rays have originated. The out degree of a particular node is reduced. But the in degree is high which could be equal to or more than the out degree. The Yao graphs act as a spanner for specific values of t till t≥6. For example, for the value of t=2, 3 also known as the "stretch factor", the Yao graph does not act as a spanner.
YAO-YAO GRAPH: This is the modification of the Yao graph. Here, the graph formation takes place in two steps. In the first step, a specific number, suppose k equally partitioned rays arise from each node in the given space forming sectors. Then the nearest neighbor in each sector is connected to the host node. In the second step, all the incoming rays in a given sector for any node except the one with the shortest distance are discarded. The disadvantage of Yao graph is that the in degree is high and in the worst case at the maximum can even be of O(n), where, n is number of nodes in the graph. But this modification, that is the Yao-Yao graph has nullified that effect and reduced the in degree of a node. Thus, in Yao-Yao graph, the maximum degree is bounded. From the paper of Nawar et al. [39] , similar results for value of the stretch factor have been proved. We find that for the values k=4, 6, the Yao-Yao graph is not a spanner. Moreover, it is also shown that for value k=4, Yao-Yao graph is a spanner for points in convex position. It is yet to be known whether this graph is a spanner or not even in restricted cases for k=5.
UNIT DISK GRAPH:
The unit disk graph is a method where a circle or disk on every node in the Euclidean plane is considered. The radius of that circle is one. If any other neighboring node whose distance with the host is less than unity, then a connection is made between them. The message transmission can only take place from the host node with the ones which are inside the unit circle. In the paper of Fabian Kuhn et al. [40] , it has been said that this is only possible if P=NP. It has also been shown that if connections are made between the non-neighboring nodes, then the maximum distance between them could be √ (3/2)-ε, where ε~0 as the number of nodes, n, tends to infinity.
QUASI UNIT DISK GRAPH: The real scenario in a wireless system is different from unit disk graph. The connection between two nodes is ambiguous. Thus, a modification of the unit disk graph is made. Here, the connection between two nodes are made if the distance between them is ≤d, where d is an integer between 0 and 1. If the value of dis is greater than 1, then there is no connection between the two nodes. And if the value lies between 1 and d, then the value is ambiguous. The proof for quasi unit disk graph for a symmetric graph is shown in the paper of Fabian et al. [40] . The quasi unit disk graph is a type of civilized unit disk graph (UDG). In civilized UDG, a node u is connected to other nodes if they fall within the disk of the host node with radius d>1. A very interesting property called the 'cross linking' for quasi unit disk graph had been explained briefly. Here, if the upper and lower bound for the radius of the disk for a node is taken to be r and R, then the property states that R≤√2*r.
THETA (Θ) GRAPH: Theta (Θ) graphs are similar to Yao-graphs. Here, the space around a node in a plane is divided into k disjoint sectors. The angle of each sector is (2*pi)/k. All the sectors have their apex at the host node. The resulting graph is called Θ k . Then among all the nodes in a particular sector whose projection is the angle bisection, the nearest node is joined with the host node. The spanning ratio of theta graph varies with the number of sectors made around the node in a plane. The theta graph can also be related to Delaunay triangulation. The process is described in the paper of Bose et al. [41] . The sectors are divided into two sets, positive and negative. The division was done in a pattern of one positive beside two negative sectors. The joining of other nodes if allowed is only allowed in the positive sector. This is said to be half graph. The design of theta graph is well explained in Bose et al. [41] . The host node is connected with a node closest to it in the sector. The distance is measured along the bisector of the sector. The line that joins the host node as the closet angle bisector coincides with the vertical line above the node.
ORDERED (Θ) GRAPHS: Ordered theta (Θ) graphs are a step advanced to theta graphs. The construction of this graph takes place in two stages. In the first stage, sectors around a node is formed such that the angle of each sector is (2*pi)/m, where m is the number of sectors. The sectors formed around a cone are non-overlapping to each other. In the second stage, the nodes with each sector points out their orthogonal projection to the counter clockwise side of the sector. Then the host node is connected to the node whose projection to the side is closest to it. The main difference of ordered theta graphs from theta graphs lies in the fact that the ordering of the vertices can produce an altogether different graph. These graphs are also used as spanners.
IV.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Various papers which we are going to discuss here did manage to address different aspects of topology control and usefulness of Yao-graph and its variants in modeling the same. Let us therefore get ahead in a systematic step by step manner discussing these issues anchored around certain significant pieces of work.
A. EFFICIENT TOPOLOGY CONTROL FOR AD-HOC WIRELESS NETWORKS WITH NON-UNIFORM TRANSMISSION RANGES
In their work [42] , the authors mainly explain the different methods used in wireless communication for transmission of messages. It states the use of unit disk graphs and its modification in real life scenario. The formation and the attributes of Yao-graphs are also briefly explained here. The extension of the Yao-graphs for a constant length and power stretch factor is used to build a spanner for another phenomenon which is included here and is called the 'mutual inclusion graphs ' (MG) . This states that the two nodes communicate only if they are in transmission range of each other. The spanner is a sub graph of the original graph which is characterized by multiplying a constant with the Euclidean distance between the source and the destination node. This constant is called the stretch factor. Unit disk graphs are modeled as the source node transferring message only if the destination node is within the disk of unit radius. The real scenario is however different. The transmission radius for different nodes is different. It is generally stated that the nodes in the system are dynamic. This helps to use the system as a multi hop one, causing it to enhance low power transmissions and spatial interference. It also provides fault tolerance and enhanced capacity. It is also generally better to use directional antenna instead of Omni-directional antenna as using the later one may cause interference and also loss of power. Directional antennas also have higher peak gain than their counterparts. Centralized algorithms are used for static wireless system which provides adaptability. But In case of dynamic system, distributed algorithms are used. The Yao-graphs are constructed by dividing the plane around a node into non-overlapping sectors. Among the nodes lying within the sector, the source node is connected with the one which has the shortest distance among all. Similar to Yao-graphs are the theta graphs, where the node is connected with the one having the smallest projection on the axis of the sector. In the formation of extended Yao-graph, the sectors or cones are half open. Initially, the source node sends a message to other nodes about its position and coordinates. It then receives the information about the location of other nodes. As a result, it connects with the one having the distance smaller than its radius within a specified sector. Then theorems are given for Yao-graphs with different values of stretch factors. The disadvantage Yao-graph is even though it has a bounded out degree, but the in degree is unbounded. For this, all the incoming rays for a node within a sector except the one with the smallest distance are deleted. This graph is called the Yao-Yao graph. Partition of Yao-graph is another method that ensures connectivity. Here, a sector is subdivided into a number of triangles and it is proved that two nodes within a region are connected in mutual inclusion graphs. The construction method for extended Yao-Yao graph is also shown which is similar to the process for extended Yao-graph with the method of joining the chosen links in a Yao-Yao graph. Then, the construction for a Yao-sink graph is said where the replacement of the one with all the links is done towards a node by a directed tree with the node acts as the sink node. Lastly, the construction of the tree of forming a Yao-sink graph is shown with the proofs for the theorems for different values of in and out degrees.
B. GEOMETRIC SPANNERS FOR WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKS:
The main issue that was discussed in [43] was a general overview of the graphs associated in wireless networking for the transfer of messages and the constraints related with it. The general concept used to model wireless transmission by transceivers is the unit disk graph (UDG). In UDG, a node can communicate with other nodes only if they are within its transmission range that is inside the disk of unit radius. But in real scenario, the nodes can alter their respective transmission power and therefore, it tends to change the radius of the disk graph as per the requirement. The disk graph where the radius is greater than one is known as "civilized disk graph". A simple method for transmitting message mentioned in the paper is flooding. The process involves the spreading of a message from the source node to all other nodes. But this technique involves wastage of resources and will also cause interference. A modification of the UDG is the greedy perimeter stateless routing where the source node sends the message to a sub graph of the UDG. But here, there is a non-zero probability of the message not reaching the destination. It reaches only if there is a path in the sub graph leading to the destination node. In order to assess the soundness of this method, a number of parameters and issues are considered like sparseness, spanner, bounded degree, planar and efficient localized construction. The sparseness of a graph depends on the number of links connected to the nodes. If the subset of a graph is used whose characterizing metric is equal to the same of the original graph up to a multiplicative constant, then the subset graph is called the spanner of the original graph. The constant that the original graph metric is multiplied with is called the "length stretch factor" or "hop stretch factor" or "power stretch factor" depending on the weight being the Euclidean distance or a unit value or the power required for transmission, respectively. Bounded degree refers to a node having fixed number of edges connected to its neighbors. Planar graph refers to the one where no two edges from nodes intersect each other. Localization in a graph refers to the algorithm which allows a node to determine which other nodes it should be connected to, due to the limited availability of resources. Previously, many graphs like Relative Neighborhood graph, Gabriel graph, and Yao graph are used for satisfying the above mentioned parameters. The working procedure and construction technique of Connected Domination Set (CDS) is described here as well. The CDS graph is a hop spanner graph. This method is a combination of the regularly used spanning graphs with the modification of UDG. A subset is taken from the original graph. It is called a dominating set if a node in the original graph is included in the subset or is adjacent to the node included in the subset. If the subset is a connected one, then it is called connected dominating set. The rest of the nodes are called dominatees. An independent set is the one where the edge does not exist between two pair of vertices. The set which cannot include any more independent vertex is called the maximum independent set. Then the concept of Delaunay triangulation is included in this algorithm. If a triangle is formed between three nodes where the circumcircle of this triangle does not contain any more nodes in its interior is called a Delaunay triangle. But if the transmission range of the edge between two vertices of the triangle formed is shorter, then it would not be possible to transmit the message in a single hop. So a modification called the k-localized Delaunay graph is introduced where the edges of the triangle connecting the nodes measuring one unit does not contain any other node interior to the circumcircle formed by the triangle. The CDS algorithm used to form the backbone consists of two phases, clustering and finding connectors. Clustering is a technique used to group a few nodes differentiating from the other nodes. In this method, a node sends a message 'I am dominator' to its neighboring nodes. The neighboring nodes as a result sets itself as the dominatee sending the message 'I am dominatee' to its one-hop neighbors. This process is only possible if the nodes are aware of the ID of its neighbors. The node with the smallest ID is selected as the dominator. As a result when a node receives a message 'I am dominator' from its neighboring node, it becomes a dominatee from a white node. As a result of this process, a cluster is formed for a single dominator to several dominatees. Two lemmas are shown for a dominator having at most five dominatees and the number of dominators being constant for a node within a disk. The second step is the finding connector step. Here, a dominatee sends a message 'I am dominatee' to its neighboring node. The neighboring node stores the message of the dominatee which is two hops away and also the information about the dominator two hops away from it for which the dominatee could be a connector between them. The dominatee sends a message 'Try connector' to its neighboring nodes and if it has the smallest ID, then it is the connector between the two dominators sending a message 'I am connector' to its neighboring nodes. Finally, the initial dominatee node sends a message to its neighbor selected by it to be the connector. As a result, it acts as a connector for the dominators for which the initial node had been acting as the connector. There are at most five connectors that come up for two dominators. The relation between a connector and a dominator is just the opposite, the node with the largest weight will be the connector and the one with the smallest ID will be the dominator. The extended form of this graph is the one where all the edges from the dominatees are connected to their respective dominators. The lemmas are given for the properties of extended CDS such as the node degree is constant and the hop stretch factor and the length stretch factor are bounded. When the CDS is mixed with the property that a node can communicate with other nodes only within the unit radius of its disk, the resultant graph is called induced connected dominating set or ICDS. The local Delaunay triangulation on the ICDS is shown which is similar to the localized Delaunay graph with the fact that a node is only willing to form a triangle if the other two nodes are at a distance of a unit and they have accepted the proposals of forming triangle when they receive similar proposals. At the end, the simulation results are shown for different spanning ratios.
C. LIFETIME OPTIMAL TOPOLOGY CONSTRUCTION FOR BROADCAST WITH COOPERATION
[11] deals with the problems the wireless communication faces while having point to point and point to multipoint communications. Among all the attributes in the message transfer, the energy consumption is one of the most important parameter. In unicast problem, the energy is considered only for the source and the destination nodes. But while in multicasting, all the nodes that lies in the path are to be considered. The lifetime of a pathway is known to be the time until the battery of the first node dies. The distance between two nodes in an important consideration to determine the power needed to transfer the message. The power required between two nodes varies with r -α , where r is the distance between the source and the destination node and α is a constant that varies between 2 and 4. For multicast routing, the power is determined by the maximum power required to reach the farthest node. Other parameters and problems such as node lifetime and lifetime maximization are also defined. The node with the maximum cost is called the bottleneck node [44] . The ultimate aim of designing an algorithm is to minimize the node and link cost. In this paper, the algorithm is formulated by forming a broadcast tree which is formed by using a set of vertices and edges. A spanning tree is used as a broadcast tree. The lifetime of a broadcast tree is determined by the bottleneck node. The 'Cooperative Broadcast Lifetime Maximization Algorithm' (CBLM) is shown to measure the lifetime of a broadcast tree.
Simultaneously, another algorithm called the 'Minimum Energy Cooperative Path' (MECP) is
shown for its inability to find the maximum lifetime of a broadcast tree. The CBLM algorithm is explained with the pseudo code and an example. The algorithm has two phases, growth and the search phase. In the growth phase, the initial tree starts off with a node having a lower bound. This node includes its nearest node and in the same way as many nodes as possible are included, given that the node included is outside the broadcast tree and the cost of the node is less than the lower bound. In the second phase, every node searches for any neighboring node present in the plane and includes if any in a point to point communication. The nodes searches form other nodes based on the minimum cooperative transmission cost to form a group for the transmission. The search phase is important in the algorithm because if the growth phase fails, the search phase continues to include the nodes until all the nodes are included with the spanning area. The complexity of the search phase can be reduced in a particular manner. Instead of searching in a point to point manner for forming a group, the nodes can be sorted out on the manner of their node cost that is the ratio of power taken to transfer a message between two nodes to the initial energy provided to a node. The first few members required for forming a group for cooperative transmission is chosen. At last, the performance evaluation is done for the described algorithm and simulation results are shown.
D. DIRECTIONAL ANTEENA AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY: AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In [36] , authors introduce the concept of sectored antenna and describe the function and advantages of the same. The paper overall works with the energy efficiency while transferring the message in a wireless system. If Omni directional antennas are used in an ad hoc network, a lot of energy is wasted. This is due to the fact that the message being transferred from the host node is received by all the nodes in the transmission range. As a result, only a small portion of the transmitted power is used. But while working with directional antennas, the message is transmitted to a few nodes that lie within a given sector. In the real scenario, the battery power of the nodes is limited and the nodes are working in a system with multi-hop connections. But in a situation with a few hopes including specified nodes, the drainage of the battery of those nodes will happen quickly and as a result will degrade the efficiency of the system. An important rule is maintained in this paper for the power requirement for the transfer of message. The power required to transfer a message between two nodes is the square of the distance between the two nodes. The paper explains an algorithm called 'Broadcast Incremental Power' (BIP) first described in [45] . This algorithm uses Omni directional antennas and is similar to minimum spanning tree. This is further sub-divided into two categories, RB-BIP and DBIP. In RB-BIP, initially a broadcast tree is formed and then a beam reducing step is included to minimize the angle to cover the neighboring nodes while the transfer of message takes place. In DBIP, a broadcast tree is formed and the nodes have the capability to renew its energy while transfer and change the structure to include new nodes. The formation of broadcast tree using directional antennas is described. This phenomenon is similar to Yao-graphs. The plane around a node is divided into different sectors. The directional antennas are used for power efficiency. Here, the concept of 'minimum spanning tree' (MST) is also used which consists of the minimum longest edge among all the spanning edges. The construction of the broadcast tree works in two stages. The first stage includes the use of MST to build a tree. And the second phase includes the use of sectored antennas for the transfer of message in the broadcast tree. The cost of an edge between two nodes is defined as the power required transferring a message between the two nodes. Initially, Prim's or Kruskal's algorithm is used to compute a spanning tree. Then the nodes using the formation of sectors, with the help of directional antennas determine the neighboring nodes for the final transfer. If the direction to reach the destination includes more than one path, then the node for which the edge requires minimum power to transfer is selected. The process concludes with the advantage of using MST and using directional antennas with more number of sectors for making the transfer energy efficient.
E. COOPERATION AND DIRECTIONALITY: FRIEND OR FOE?
The paper we are talking about describes the interaction between cooperation and directionality for bidirectional and Omni-directional antenna in the medium access control layer [46] . Omnidirectional antennas can extend the range covered by the host node but the attenuation of power also takes place. The first process is described as cooperativeness with Omni-directional antenna.
The communication between the host and the destination node takes place via a server node. The host node initially finds a server which will consume lesser power to deliver the message to destination node via it than to deliver it directly from host to destination. Once it is found, the host sends a signal to the server node and the destination node for delivery. The server node in turn would inform the host and the destination node signalling that it is ready to transfer. The destination node as a result would also signal to the server and the host node indicating its readiness. The signals sent in between would include the information rate at which the transfer would take place between the three nodes. The second method is similar to the first one apart from the difference that is non-cooperative directional antenna is used. The host node sends a signal to the destination node for transfer. It in turn, receives a signal back, and then the transfer of message would take place. The two signal transfer is referred to the acknowledgement between the two nodes indicating their position. The third process is similar to the first process given that here the signal transfer does not take place in a three way manner. Initially, when the host node conveys a signal to the server node that it wants to send a message to the destination node via it, the server node sends an acknowledgement to the host node and an alert to the destination node to receive the message. The destination node in turn would reply to the host node that it is ready and the transfer to take place. The paper concludes to a point that the directionality and cooperation could work together with appropriate selection of antenna and layer to work on. However, cooperative forwarding limits the spatial reuse we may obtain in a system equipped with directional antenna when the antenna beam is narrow enough.
F. A SPECIFIC CASE OF TOPOLOGY CONTROL: UNIT DISK GRAPH APPROXIMATION
This paper of Kuhn et al. [40] is based on unit disk graph (UDG) and other derived forms. Unit disk graph is referred as the graph where the connection between the host node and other nodes exist if any other node lies within the disk of unit radius centered at the host node. As per the paper, if only neighboring nodes are allowed to interact with each other for distance greater than 1, then if P≠NP, the distance could be as high as √ (3/2) -ε, where ε tends to zero for the number of nodes tending to infinity. The formulation of quasi unit disk graph is shown in this paper. In quasi-UDG, the connection between two nodes exists if the distance d between them lies between 0 and 1. The connection is absent for distance greater than 1, and ambiguity exists when the distance is between d and 1.The quasi-UDG is more realistic than normal UDG. The paper then gives the definitions of quality and realization for quasi unit disk graph. The realization of a quasi-UDG is shown for a given graph through a grid drawing for UDG being NP-hard. The reduction process for a quasi-UDG is shown. Another important aspect that is shown in this graph is cages and chains. This process gives a realistic nature of the grid drawing. It includes two main clauses. The cages can have up to a maximum number of nodes. Two different cages are connected through a hinge which might form a chain and is placed inside one of the cage. 
G. YAO SPANNERS FOR WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKS
Molla offers an introduction to the spanning graphs that could be used in wireless communication [39] . Initially, it starts with a topology control problem. As described in the paper, if the prototype of the real scenario is considered, the nodes act as communicating objects in a wireless system where edges represent connections between them. In a simple case, unit disk graph can be considered where the connection between two nodes only exists if the Euclidean distance between them is less than unity. But in a real scenario, it is much more complicated than that. This may lead to additional interference problem. To circumvent this problem, a sub graph of the original graph is selected which connects the edges but reduces interference. The phenomenon is known as Spanner property. The 'relative neighborhood graph' (RNG) is defined as the set of edges between the pair of vertices where the lune formed by the nodes does not contain any other node. This graph is a planar graph and has a stretch factor of O(n). The Gabriel graph is similar to the RNG. But here the pair of nodes forms a circle with the edge between them as the diameter of the circle provided no other nodes lie within the circle. But the Gabriel graph has two disadvantages. A node in the graph has a high in degree and also a high stretch factor. The Voronoi diagram is a bit complicated but is much useful in communication purposes especially for the situation where a very high number of nodes are present. Here, a set of three nodes are taken in the plane which forms a triangle. Then the bisection of the three sides is done and the plane around the three nodes is divided accordingly. Delaunay triangulation has a process similar to the Verona diagram. Here, the three nodes are considered which forms a triangle. The circum circle of the triangle contains no other nodes inside it. This process is said to increase the minimum angle of the angles of the triangle considered. Then the Yao graph and the Yao-Yao graph are explained. In Yao graph, non over-lapping sectors are formed around a plane keeping the host node as the apex. Then, within a sector, the host node is connected with the node with which it has the least distance. The fig. shown [39] below depicts the formation of Yao-graph. But the in degree for a Yao graph is high. If among the nodes connected to the host node within a sector, that connection edge only remains with the one with which it has the shortest distance, so that both the in degree and the out degree are bounded a 
H. LOCAL EDGE COLOURING OF YAO-LIKE SUBGRAPHS OF UNIT DISK GRAPHS:
The main idea of their paper [47] is to introduce a method for assigning color to edges for Yaograph like structures. Here, the unit disk graphs are explained briefly from which a subclass called edge-wedge graphs has been derived. A number of algorithms are also shown to stabilize this structure which is similar to other graphs like Gabriel graphs, Yao graphs, Local Delaunay triangulations used in wireless communications. The edge-wedge algorithm is based on a fact that for any two numbers (integers) p and q, if the circle around a node is divided into 2q equally spaced wedges then each wedge can contain at most p points different from the source node. The nodes used here are position aware, that is they know their respective as well as other node's Cartesian coordinates. The number of colors used for edge coloring is either 2*p*q or 2*p*q +1. The algorithm is designed such that no two adjacent edges in the graph have same color. The minimal number of colors used in the algorithm is said to be edge chromatic number of the graph. The algorithm starts with the basic concept that in a unit disk graph, a node can communicate with other nodes only if they lie within the disk of unit radius. But in real scenario, the wireless system works better than simple UDG. Spanners as a result were introduced, in which a sub graph of the original one is considered that connects the interacting nodes but decreases interference. Commonly used spanners are Yao graphs, Gabriel graphs, and Relative Neighborhood graphs. Edge-wedge graph is another type of spanner similar to Yao graphs. Initially for the construction of edge-wedge graphs, the circle around a node is divided into 2k equally angled wedges, where k is an integer. Here, at least one node incident to the source node will lie inside a wedge. The edges of the nodes are connected respectively in each wedge to the source node for the one with the shortest distance. The edges are then divided into classes. The edges lying in opposite wedges are categorized under the same class. A new concept called the horizon distance is introduced which is the maximum limit of a node's transmission range. So beyond that, the node is unaware of other node's coordinates. The construction of the edge-wedge graph takes place in two stages. In the first stage, alternate colors are assigned to the edges. A single edge cannot be two colored, so the geometric nature of the plane is to be confirmed first. Accordingly, classes are formed as per the color of the edges. The plane is divided into segments based on shorter and longer paths. For an edge crossing a segment is denoted by a third color. These cutting based on the length of the edge are done by 'virtual cutting lines' (VCL). These lines are perpendicular to the axis of the double wedge with a minimum distance of two. The edges that will cut these virtual cutting lines will be denoted by a third color, thus makes these lines identical to the boundary lines. Since the cutting lines are perpendicular to the side of the wedge, the same colored edges from the nodes within a wedge will be separated by a different color in between. The Local Edge Coloring Algorithm states that initially after sorting out the edges into different classes and ranks, the nodes should make other nodes aware of their respective positions. Then if an edge intersects the VCL, a color can be assigned, else assignment of color can be done based on the classes they are divided into. There are also a number of classes the VCL is divided into. The paper as a whole describes the new algorithm which is for a subclass of Yao graphs and the same has similarity to unit disk graphs. The paper ends up with calculating the lower bounds for d that is the Euclidean distance between two nodes and the analysis of the described algorithm for different values of k that is the integer into which the wedges are divided into.
I. ON CERTAIN GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE YAO-YAO GRAPHS
The Yao-Yao graph [48] is a modified version of the Yao-graph. The construction of this graph takes place in two stages. In the first stage, keeping the host node as the apex, non-overlapping sectors are formed around the plane. The angle of each sector is (2*pi)/p, where p is the number of sectors. Then among the nodes lying within a sector, the node with the shortest distance from the host node is joined with it. This forms the Yao-graph. But the disadvantage with Yao-graph is the in degree of a node is very high which can have a maximum value of O(n). Thus from here, the modification is made. In the second stage, the host node only keeps the incoming ray with the smallest distance. The resultant graph is the Yao-Yao graph. The fig [39] shows the complete Yao-Yao graph. The advantage of Yao-Yao graph is that both the in degree and the out degree of each node are bounded. Similar to the spanning properties of the Yao-graphs, Yao-Yao graphs can also be used as a spanner with variable stretch factor. The paper deals with the spanning property of Yao-Yao graph on civilized unit disk graphs for a given stretch factor greater than one. It has been said that the Yao-Yao graphs is a spanner for p≥8 and also for p≥6 with a parameter (6*p) for a different stretch factor. Finally, two proofs are given for a Yao-Yao graph in a plane and a non-plane situation. The construction of theta graphs which is similar to Yao-graphs is explained in [49] . In theta graphs, initially, the plane around a node is divided into non-overlapping sectors. The angle of each sector is (2*pi)/m, where m is the number of sectors for a node. No two vertical lines lie parallel on the axis. Then within a sector, the source node is connected to the vertex which has the smallest distance in projection along the bisector of the sector. The bisector of a sector lies above the source node and coincides with a vertical line through the source node. In some cases, half theta graphs can also be constructed where positive cones are placed after two negative sectors and vice versa. Positive sectors are the ones where edges are added with one of the nodes lying within the sectors. The measurement that is taken from the source node to the ones in a particular sector depends on the angular bisector on the sector. The weight of the edge is the Euclidean distance between the two nodes. The resulting graph is equivalent to the Delaunay Triangulation whose spanning ratio is 2. The theta routing algorithm is said to be the standard routing algorithm for all theta graphs having seven or more sectors. Then the proofs are shown for theta graphs to be spanners for different values of stretch factors. Lastly, the upper bounds for theta graphs with 4k + 3, 4k + 4 and 4k + 5 are given, where k is an integer with value greater than 1.
K. ORDERED THETA GRAPH
One enhancement of theta graphs is the notion of ordered theta graphs [41] . The construction of these graphs takes place in two stages. Initially, non-overlapping sectors are formed around the node on the given plane. Suppose k cones are formed, thus having an 'angle of theta= (2*pi)/k' for each sector. Then in the second stage, within each sector, orthogonal projections are made from the nodes to the counterclockwise wall. The host node is connected to the nodes within a sector to the one having its projection on the wall closest to the host node. The fig below [41] represents the connection forming orthogonal cones. The ordered theta graph is different from other graphs to the fact that the change of ordering of the vertices can modify the graph formed.
The main challenge however is to find the nodes within a sector and finding the closest one. For this, range trees are used. One is used for each non-overlapping cone. The nodes within a sector are stored in the range trees. Then the minimum Y-coordinate is determined from the nodes whose X and Y coordinates are greater than the same of host node. The use of the range trees modifies the ordering of a pi-ordered theta graph to O(k Θ *n*(logn)), where n is the number of nodes in the system. The ordered theta graphs can also be used as spanners. Then the lemmas are shown for ordering of theta graphs. Finally, proofs are offered for the ordering of theta graphs for lower degrees and higher dimensions. 
V. CONCLUSION
As various new technologies emerging, new understandings [50] and concepts [51] are also getting conceptualized at theoretical or mathematical plane and indeed, sometimes we are again forced to have a second thought and make a careful revisit of issues to judge the compatibility of their benefits [52] . Therefore, for adaptive beam forming and directionality enabled green wireless communication under realistic channel unreliability and interference constraints, we need to develop strong theoretical underpinnings. The civilized UDGs, Yao-graphs and thetagraphs and their variants do provide us some basic but concrete graph theoretic toolboxes for this purpose. So, we do believe that putting their properties and possibilities in a structured taxonomical manner is indeed a timely exercise, which this comprehensive survey intends to do.
